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Hi I have a '03 Boxster with CD changer and tape/radio.n When I bought the car it didn't have a radio manual. No tuning book, nothing but a few dance music recordings. But he worked well. I really liked his constantly playing pipes. I started doing lyrics. I typed them in Grand Theft Auto, trying to add all the available tunes. It was the hardest experience of my life. It was a big adventure. The first time I
started writing about cars was at the age of fourteen. I could write a story about it, but I didn't want to. I thought it would be pretty boring. But I continued to write about cars all my life, constantly taking notes and sketches, although I never signed them. When I met Dale Earnhardt Jr. in 1973, I remember him asking me what happened to the records when I was a kid. I told him. Dale also began to record

melodies and lyrics, which he had already recorded in one or two previous years. - Do you really think that what you recorded today would be really interesting during your youth? Dale asked. It was really important. He also came to Southern California to read my notes. When I asked him for an autograph, he smiled and said: - I bought this car from Kraftstein and I must say that you managed to do a lot with
it. I want to see your records. He kept asking where I get the music for my records. I replied that I was experimenting. He was not surprised when he heard that I tried to play the piano. His attitude has changed markedly. He realized that he had found something that interested him. I tried to help him, but it was not easy. He was so tall and I was so small. I asked him to go faster and he couldn't. Then I took his

leg in mine and pulled. It worked and Dale quickly went ahead. We only saw me sell a Pontiac once. It was a famous car at the time and a huge number of people wanted to own it. I stuck my hand in a car and won a car that cost me 3 million. But this money was not the most I could spend at the time. I started writing lyrics for him. It was quite hard work. I used my notes and came up with
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